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Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in magic and serve to bridge

the worlds of humans and vampires. They protect vampire secretsÃ¢â‚¬â€•and human lives. In The

Indigo Spell, Sydney was torn between the Alchemist way of life and what her heart and gut were

telling her to do. And in one breathtaking moment that Richelle Mead fans will never forget, she

made a decision that shocked even her. . . . But the struggle isn't over for Sydney. As she navigates

the aftermath of her life-changing decision, she still finds herself pulled in too many directions at

once. Her sister Zoe has arrived, and while Sydney longs to grow closer to her, there's still so much

she must keep secret. Working with Marcus has changed the way she views the Alchemists, and

Sydney must tread a careful path as she harnesses her profound magical ability to undermine the

way of life she was raised to defend. Consumed by passion and vengeance, Sydney struggles to

keep her secret life under wraps as the threat of exposureÃ¢â‚¬â€•and re-educationÃ¢â‚¬â€•looms

larger than ever. Pulses will race throughout this smoldering fourth installment in the New York

Times bestselling Bloodlines series, where no secret is safe.
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After the events of Indigo Spell (2013), in which Sydney proclaimed love to Adrian, Sydney has

chosen to be a witch instead of an Alchemist. With her realization that AlchemistsÃ¢â‚¬â€•charged

with keeping vampire secrets, and humans ignorant about vampiresÃ¢â‚¬â€•are not necessarily the

good guys, she defies convention to be with Adrian in a taboo human-vampire relationship. Keeping

their romance secret isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t easy, though, as her little sister has been sent to apprentice as

an Alchemist with Sydney. Told in alternating chapters narrated by Sydney and Adrian, the novel

charts the two charactersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ struggles as Adrian tries to tamp down his abilities to both heal

and compel peopleÃ¢â‚¬â€•or risk slipping into darkness. MeadÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s spin-off from the

Vampire Academy series is just as rich and absorbing. This title in particular stands on its own and

could serve as an entry point for curious readers, who will then be hooked by the grim cliff-hanger

ending. With the continued popularity of the franchise, and the impending Vampire Academy film

release, it might do well to stock up. Grades 9-12. --Courtney Jones --This text refers to an alternate

Paperback edition.

Richelle Mead is the author of the international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series, its spinoff

series, Bloodlines, and the Age of X series. A lifelong reader, Richelle has always had a particular

fascination with mythology and folklore. When she can actually tear herself away from books (either

reading or writing them), she enjoys bad reality TV, traveling, trying interesting cocktails, and

shopping for dresses to wear on tour. She is a self-professed coffee addict, works in her pajamas,

and has a passion for all things wacky and humorous. Originally from Michigan, Richelle now lives

in Seattle, Washington, where she is hard at work on her next Bloodlines novel.

VisitÃ‚Â www.RichelleMead.comÃ‚Â to find out more.

Originally posted on my blog: Tangled Up In BooksThe Fiery Heart was both my favorite book in the

series thus far and the hardest to read. When I opened the book and saw the first chapter was in

Adrian's POV I had an initial burst of excitement and then my stomach dropped because if you're at

all familiar with this series and Adrian Ivashkov than you're familiar with his bouts of depression and

the vices he uses for coping mechanisms. It's one thing to witness his self-destruction secondhand

as you're reading either from Rose or Sydney's POV as we've done up to this point. And it is an

entirely new experience to be inside his head when he hits those really low spots and watch his

mind spin out of control when in the grips and aftermath of spirit. I was brought to tears and it really

hit home just how fragile his mind is.--"I'm not your concierge. Neither is Sydney. I don't know why

she always takes care of that stuff for you. She should be dealing with things that are essential for



your survival. Ordering pizza isn't one of them."I knew there was going to be a lot of frustration while

reading this book, due to the arrival of a certain character at the end of Indigo Spell. The level of that

frustration, though, really took me by surprise. The temptation to throw my book across the room hit

me hard on more than one occasion. I knew before I even started reading exactly where things

would eventually lead just from seeing her name appear on the page. Yet even that predictability

and frustration didn't take anything away from how insanely good this book was.--"And don't think

for an instant that I wouldn't do terrible, unspeakable things if it could save someone I love."The

more I get into this series the deeper my feelings go for these characters. Whether it's ones I never

thought I'd feel anything for really like Ms. T, Wolfe, Angeline and Trey, who I now find myself

excited to get to the next scene they'll appear in. Or characters that I've loved since I first met them

like Adrian, Sydney, Jill and Eddy. I can't get enough. They've all made changes since the start of

the series. Some in very small ways and others so drastically that if you went back and started at

the beginning again you'd hardly recognize them.--Whereas Angeline's antics made me want to pull

out my hair sometimes, he found them endearing.I swear sometimes Angeline didn't even have to

be in a scene for you to be laughing at her antics. One character would relate to another what zany

thing she'd recently done and I would burst with laughter. Because it was all just so sweet and

endearing and they're things that are basically common knowledge to you and me but she comes

from a different world and doesn't know any better, like when she went on about how the meerkat

wasn't really a cat...I went from being so leery of having her added to the storyline to wondering, like

Adrian had at one point, what their lives would have been like without her. She was definitely a

bright spot of comic relief to lighten up things when they were either frustrating or sad. Just about

everyone had their moments of humor but I adored Angeline's the most.--Everyone said I concealed

my feelings, but he always seemed to know how I felt.Oh my word and things have really heated up

between Adrian and Sydney. If this were any other series and any other set of characters I probably

would blame my love for all things Sydrian on the fact that we're dealing with a forbidden romance

because, let's face it, I'm all about the taboo when it comes to reading romance. While I do love that

extra little something it adds to the story, I really do just love both of these characters so much. Just

a discreet shared look across a room full of people is enough to set me into a swoon frenzy when it

comes to these two. I'm not sure I've ever shipped anything so hard before.--"Things have fallen

apart," I said, finally taking the dragon. "The center didn't hold."There's only two books left for me at

this point. I'm feeling a mixture of excitement, nerves and sadness. I'm so excited to see what will

come of these characters, all of them, and this world that they live in. I'm nervous for many reasons.

One of them of course being that crazy cliffhanger, once again something to reinforce how glad I am



I waited until all the books where out before I started! Another just the worry of seeing everything

come together and the, hopefully, closure of everything going on with all these people from both

Vampire Academy and Bloodlines both since the storyline affects everyone. Plus my track record

with being happy with series endings is a bit shaky. And I'm sad because that's just it, it's going to

be an ending. But until then I just need to make it through Silver Shadows...

Warning!! This review contains spoilers for earlier books in the Vampire Academy and Bloodlines

series.Every time I think Richelle Mead can't make me fall more in love with her Bloodlines series,

she completely proves me wrong. And I couldn't be happier about it! The Fiery Heart takes place

shortly after the conclusion of The Indigo Spell with Sydney and Adrian's worlds continuing to get

more complicated. I loved almost everything about this book from the evolution of Sydney and

Adrian as characters and a couple to the side characters to the supernatural setting as a whole.I

have mentioned this in almost every review of a Bloodlines book, but I feel like it needs to be

repeated. I absolutely adore Sydney! I am still a huge fan of Rose from Vampire Academy, but I

connected with Sydney immediately and am so happy with the way that she is being developed.

This book showcases how much she has grown comfortable with the Moroi/dhampir world and that

she is thinking for herself rather than relying on the Alchemists' rhetoric to run her life. But, despite

all these changes, it is still nice to see the main parts of her personality remain strong from her love

of structure to her intelligence to her work ethic.Adrian is just one of those characters that seems to

jump from the pages in every scene he is in. Like Sydney, he has evolved in a way that I did not

think was possible upon his first meeting. The Fiery Heart is very important for his character growth

because he is forced to really look at his reliance on spirit and what it is doing to his mental state.

He takes some pretty big steps to showing others (besides Sydney) how valuable he is to the future

of his race and I loved every minute of it.Something different in The Fiery Heart is the fact that it is

told from both Sydney and Adrian's points of view. The author has stated that it was important for

the future of the series because of the growing scope of the plot. I think it really makes the book

stand out because, for the first time, readers are getting to see into Adrian's mind and truly

understand his view of the world he lives in. One thing that did surprise me when reading this book

was how well-balanced the alternating pov chapters were. Usually this writing style can make a

reader feel rushed or annoyed, but that never happened to me.Another thing that makes me love

the Vampire Academy/Bloodlines series is the development of the side characters. Long-time series

fans have spent a lot of time with these people and it is wonderful to see them return. I loved getting

to see more of Jill, Angeline, and Trey. Plus I have a huge soft spot for Eddie and my heart just



broke for him at the end of the book. He is such a strong guardian, but has some vulnerabilities that

are hidden deep down. It was also tons of fun to get some more interaction with Dimitri, Rose, Lissa,

and Christian.There are two main new secondary characters that I enjoyed meeting and seeing how

they become a part of the larger cast. First, there is Zoe Sage (Sydney's younger sister) who is sent

to Palm Springs by the Alchemists to help her sister keep an eye on the Moroi. Her appearance

really complicates Sydney's life because she is forced to hide how close she has become with

everyone. Then, there's Neil, a new dhampir who is obsessed with his duty to the point of being an

annoyance. His straight-laced first impression hides someone who truly believes in their duty and

wants to do anything to help.The Fiery Heart continues to help develop two of the main plot lines in

the series. The Moroi are continuing to make advances in their attempts to use spirit to fight against

the Strigoi. This book brings about the possibility of immunization of Moroi and dhampirs which

could be quite a change in the whole war. Readers also get to see Sydney continue her work on

breaking the mind control within the Alchemist tattoos with the help of her increasing magical

prowess. Both of these plot lines have taken major step forwards and I am excited to see where

things go from here.In conclusion, I continue to be impressed with this series and how it manages to

keep the story lines fresh and the characters ever-changing. Sydney and Adrian are amazing

(together and individually) and Richelle Mead knows how to get the most of their collective

personalities. The only thing I have left to say is that I cannot believe I have to wait until July of 2014

to see what happens next especially because of that killer ending. Highly recommended!!

This book has so much going for it. It was better, by far, than The Indigo Spell (which I liked). I liked

having the alternating viewpoints, and seeing things from Adrian's perspective once in a while. I

liked how Sydney is growing in her magic. I liked how this book moved other characters' story lines

on, rather than just Sydney running around doing things on her own. I enjoyed "seeing" Rose and

Dimitri and Lissa once again. I even liked that Adrian finally sought a diagnosis and treatment for his

mood disorder.What was really annoying about this book was the emphasis on sex. I get that Adrian

and Sydney's relationship is moving and growing, but do we have to focus SO much on the

intimacy? It wasn't graphic, by any means, but this book was just a little too full of hormones for my

liking. I guess because I kept picturing my 13 year old daughter reading this last year. I had raved to

her so much about Vampire Academy, which has a definite love story and some love scenes but

nothing like the passion and longing described in this book. She read that series and then moved on

to Bloodlines. I usually won't recommend a book to my teenage family members until I've read it,

and this is why.The Fiery Heart ended on a cliffhanger and it appears that Silver Shadows will be an



exciting read.
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